
Ultrasound Operation 4 Steps to every US 
1. Turn the machine on 
2. Choose the desired probe (follow cord) 
3. Choose the desired “Exam” type 
4. Confirm transducer orientation 

- Top right: CLUE, cardiac 
- Top left: everything else 
(to change hit top right button “Page” 
to get to page 2/3, then hit “U/L” to get 
to right position 

Creating new Encounter 
1. Hit “Patient” button 
2. Enter patient name, ID (MRN) 
3. Fill in “Reading doctor” (your  Epic 

login) 
4. Fill in “Referring doctor” (desired 

ultrasound faculty) 

                                  Modes (bottom right) 
1. B-mode: “2D” -basic imaging technique. 

Home base base button if you get lost 
2. Color: measures flow toward and away 

from transducer. Toward: getting warm 
(red) Away: getting colder (blue) 

3. Doppler: Advanced 
4. M-mode: “Motion” over time, click once 

to set line, twice to start imaging  

Image Recording (bottom middle) 
1. “Save”: saves an image 
2. “Clip”: saves a clip 
3. “Freeze”: stops image and then you can 

use track pad to move backward in time 

Image Optimization 
1. Gain (bottom left): changes brightness 

“Auto” – computer set; “Near” – 
changes near field, “Far” – changes far 

2. Depth: changes how deep image views 
1. Down arrow – increases depth 
2. Up arrow – decreases depth 



Ultrasound Physics 

Wave Formation and Image Production 
1. Electric current applied to crystal in 

transducer 
2. Vibration produces sound wave 
3. Sound wave bounces off tissue and 

returns to transducer 
4. Machine calculates time it took to return 

to assign a depth 

Transducer Cardinal Motions : 
Slide: translocate the whole transducer 
Fan/Tilt: tilt along long axis of transducer 
Rock: tilt along short axis of transducer 
Rotate: easy enough 

Artifacts 
1. Reverberation 
- US wave bounces off two highly reflective, 

parallel structures 
- Ex. A-lines, B-lines, mirror-image 

2.   Refraction 
- US wave changes angle due to change in 

velocity from one tissue to the next  
- Ex. Edge artifact 

3.   Wave Attenuation 
- Wave meets highly reflective surface or 

highly transmissive tissue 
- Ex. Rib shadow or posterior part of bladder 

appears bright 

 When an US wave hits a structure, it can: 
1. Reflect: wave returns to transducer 

- Very reflective: stones and bones - ++ 
Ca (bright/hyperechoic) 
- Not reflective: fluid (dark/anechoic) 

2. Refract: wave does not return 
3. Transmit: the wave keeps going 
* Orienting your transducer perpendicular to 
structure increases reflection  better picture 
due to better sign 

Key Principle! 
Shorter wavelength = high frequency 
better resolution, but lose depth 
Long wavelength = low frequency  
deeper penetration, but lose resolution 

Transducer Properties: 

Freq Advantage Disadv Exam 

Linear   resolution depth soft tissue/vessels 

Phased Array   small footprint,depth res cardiac/deep 

Curvilinear   depth res deep 


